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she was entitled to. The principle of equality would thereby .
lose much of Its value to any smaller state. But now Ellsworth
of Connecticut said he had always "approved of voting in that
mode.**
Morris thought the number for each state should be three.
Gorham preferred two. He expected that peace and war would
be vested in the Senate, and if it should^ a small Senate would
be "most convenient/* Moreover, other states would probably
soon be added: Kentucky, Vermont, Maine (still a part of Mas-
sachusetts), and Franklin (eventually Tennessee). Gorham "pre-
sumed also that some of the largest States would be divided."
Mason of Virginia thought three senators .from each state would
be a needless expense; he also preferred two. Williamson of
North Carolina thought if the number were too great, distant
states would be at a disadvantage. The states near at hand could
"more easily send & support their ablest Citizens"—who, he took
it for granted, would not serve if the allowances were small. It
was unanimously agreed that the number of senators from
each state should be two.
Martin of Maryland "was opposed to voting per Capita, as
departing from the idea of the States being represented in the
second branch." Carroll of Maryland saw no particular objection,
but he did not wish "so hastily to make so material an innova-
tion." But on the question nine states voted for two senators
from a state and per capita voting, with only Maryland opposed,
As it cannot be believed that the delegates from the other smaller
states did not know what they were doing, it must be believed
that since the federal compromise they no longer felt the need
of beirig sticklers for abstract and liberal equality in the Senate.
Also on the 23rd the Convention once more debated whether
the new constitution should be submitted for ratification to the
legislatures of the states or to state conventions called specially
for that purpose. Ellsworth and Paterson preferred ratification
by the legislatures. Mason thought ratification by "the authority
of the people" was essential. The legislatures, in his opinion,
ha.d no power to ratify. They are thA mere creatures of their
State Constitutions, and cannot be greater than their creators.
. . . Whither then must we resort? To the people with whom all
power remains that has not been given up in the Constitutions
derived from them/* Randolph was sure that opposition in the

